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Аннотация. Обосновано проблему повышения моральной стойкости военнослужащих 
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Annotation: The problem of increasing moral stability the NGU soldiers during participation 

in armed conflict on East of Ukraine and the ways of solving it had been grounded. 
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Foreword. Modern armed conflict in eastern Ukraine is the severe approof of physical 

and spiritual strength for the National Guard Ukraine (NGU) and other power structures, their 

ability to actively resist of extreme and adverse factors for life, to save the liberty and 

resoluteness, to finish delivered service-combat mission (SCM). This conflict represents the 

fierce fighting of target, reasons, over persuasions, postures, will and opinions of warring 

parties soldiers. 

Topicality. Effective implementation of SCM with minimal loss is one of the 

command task of  NGU. Modern military activities connected with great physical and mental 

stress that reduce destabilizing the success of the psyche of  NGU military that negatively 

affects for the results of combat missions. Consequently it is very important to every NGU 

soldier to have moral stability and to be confident in the rightness of his work. 

Main part. Moral resistance is a caliber that appears in the indestructibility and 

strength of human, group, nation or state spirit. Modern military affairs requires from NGU 

soldiers high professional training and present new demands to formation of moral resistance 

in difficult conditions, physical endurance for a long time. Therefore there is a problem of 
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relevant analysis and account of various factors that affect the moral stability of personnel in 

the fighting. The most common factors that influence the military-professional work 

personnel are:  

- a gradual increase in the military-industrial complex of Ukraine, release new models 

of military equipment and arms; 

- difficulties in mastering new weapons that presents increased demands on the time 

and level military training; 

- a significant change in requirements to military training of future officers, starting 

with training of NGU cadets. 

Analysis of the events of the armed conflict in eastern Ukraine suggests that the 

character of the modern battlefield significantly changed. High dynamics, attracting a large 

number of capabilities, the probability of use of rocket-bomb strike, weapons of mass 

destruction, to use new tactics on one way and limited use subdivision and units in local 

conflicts, the tactic of fighting in towns in the presence of civilians, destruction professionally 

trained gangs and illegal armed groups on the other way. All of the above is high mental and 

physical tension in the military activity, unacceptable mistakes and losses among young 

people or poorly trained soldiers that mobilized by the call, while professional NGU military 

must be able to fulfill any combat missions in different environments with high effectiveness. 

Clearly the professional training soldiers should be considered in conjunction with 

psychological problems preserve the effectiveness of their military activities and increase 

moral resistance. 

Currently, the fact of the successful achievement of the goals of professional activity 

depends not only on the characteristics and specificity of the activity and learning NGU 

soldier but his moral stability and personal qualities is more and more obvious. Consider the 

essentiality, structure and criteria for moral stability that will help correctly identify ways and 

means of support. During understood moral resistance of NGU soldier are professional 

qualitative characteristics of his personality, due to the interconnected system of personal 

qualities, professionally-activity and socio-psychological factors. 

Including ways to support and enhance moral stability and fighting activity are: 

 knowledge and competent operation of personal weapon and equipment; 

development and support the skills of warfare in different conditions; professional - 

psychological selection and distribution soldiers by military occupation based on their traits 

and personal qualities; 
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 objective evaluation of each NGU soldier and units in general direct command; 

working coordination of military activities in calculations and units; 

 maintaining high level of physical fitness and endurance; prevention and insurance 

in the preparation and execution of military operations; 

 permanent and fully informed personnel of the units on the conditions and 

characteristics of future hostilities; 

 formation and cohesion of military units and settlements 

 proper selection, and the balance of payments and acquisition departments 

considering of individual-psychological soldiers; 

 analysis of the causes of injuries (death) of soldiers as a means of design mental 

attitude on fighting and eliminate complacency, negligence ect.; 

 providing psychological and interoperability account, crews and section; 

 creating and maintaining the necessary friendlies and business relations in units; 

 mentioned personal characteristics of each soldiers; quality education as sense of 

personal responsibility and discipline, courage and determination, reasonable initiative ect.; 

 specific professional, social and psychological preparation for each battle; 

 maintaining a constant level achieved of military-professional training; 

 avoid long breaks in combat activities; systematic introduction of warriors 

beginners in combat activity with a gradual increase in the complexity of combat missions; 

 preservation of mental and physical health by using methods of psychic self-

regulation and correction of mental states. 

Implementation of the proposed measures promotes of support and enhances by 

psychological and moral resistance the units in the fighting.  

Conclusion: So the moral stability is quality manifested in indestructibility and 

strength of soldier spirit. It has it’s own psychological structure, the main components which 

is emotional and volitional condition. 

The way of enhance the moral stability concludes in awareness of war goals; spiritual 

and moral readiness for combat missions and strong will to win; psychological resistance; 

high professionalism and physical fitness; the effective of management system and faith in the 

commander (captain); constant and purposeful work to develop and build moral and fighting 

qualities; timely material - domestic support troops and fulfilling of soldier’s needs; high 

quality organization of restoring combat readiness including psychological rehabilitation and 

restoration of spiritual strength. 
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So, successful problem solving, increase moral stability in peacetime and wartime, 

depends on the skillful use of various types, methods and tools impact on the consciousness 

and behavior to form spiritual and moral, military and psychological qualities necessary for 

the tasks of training and warfare. 
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Анотація. Обгрунтовано необхідність сортування відходів для покращення стану 

довкілля. Виконано аналіз стану проблеми утилізації відходів в Україні та Європі. Показано, 

що відходи забруднюють грунт і завдають шкоди не тільки природі, а й людям. 
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Аннотация. Обоснована необходимость сортировки отходов для улучшения качества 

окружающей среды. Выполнен анализ состояния проблемы утилизации отходов в Украине и 

Европе. Показано, что отходы загрязняют почву и наносят вред не только природе, но и людям. 
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Annotation. The necessity of sorting waste for environmental improvement. The analysis of 

the problem of waste management in Ukraine and Europe. It is shown that the waste pollute soil and 

harm not only nature, but also people. 
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